For the fun and good health of walking golf

MAYNARD
THE ELECTRONIC GOLF CADDY

At last! You can once again play golf the way it was meant to be played... by walking. And while you walk enjoying the great out-of-doors, and the just plain good feeling you get from healthful exercise, MAYNARD follows obediently behind, carrying your clubs and bag. Just turn on a small transmitter carried in your pocket or clipped to your belt and he will follow you whatever your pace or direction, up hill or down, and do it all automatically.

MAYNARD'S guidance system incorporates two analog computers and completely integrated circuitry... truly a product of space-age technology.

MAYNARD puts you a step ahead.
BILLY CASPER INTRODUCES A REVOLUTIONARY TEACHING AID THAT HELPS GOLFERS IMPROVE THEIR GAME...and gives you profitable, continuing sales in your pro shop!

Here's the simplest, most effective teaching aid ever developed for golfers! Billy Casper's Playback actually lets them see where the clubface is contacting the ball. Then it tells them — in brief, simple, down-to-earth language — how to adjust their stance and swing so they're making contact on the "sweet spot" of their clubs. In addition to helping your students and simplifying your teaching chores, it's also a profitable — and continuing — source of income for you.

To help you sell Billy Casper's Playback, we're offering you the handsome Merchandising Display shown above. It holds a supply of Playback kits (described at right), refill pads of recorder strips, and free descriptive literature. With this merchandiser — and a full program of advertising, directed to the golfing public — Playback will sell itself...and continue giving you profitable repeat sales on the refill pads.

Profitable for you and your customers! Billy Casper's Playback is contained in a smart, billfold-size carrying case. It includes instructions...a pad of adhesive recorder strips that are applied to the clubface...and a slide-chart Analyzer that tells the golfer, after each swing, what he's doing wrong and how to correct it. Suggested retail price is $5.00 — with a healthy profit for you. Refill pads of 24 recorder strips sell for $1.25.

Write today for special introductory offer to:
GOLD CREST LTD.
12307 Ventura Boulevard, Studio City, California 91604 (213)877-2665

COPYRIGHT 1972 EDUCATIONAL GOLF INC.
18 years and millions of spikes later...at East Lake C.C., Atlanta.

N282 spikeproof Wilton carpet...still fresh-looking, unscarred.

This unretouched photo, taken 18 years after installation, is the most convincing salesman possible. N282's specifications are the same today! This famous carpet is performing just as perfectly in busy spike shoe areas all over. Jacquard Wilton custom woven in your colors with club emblem, initials or special patterns. Or select from our extensive library of country club designs, also in your colors. Maintenance is simple...the tight weave keeps dirt and caked mud on top. Available even in limited yardage orders.

Philadelphia Carpet Co.
Allegheny Ave. & C St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19134

Please send free sample of N282 spikeproof carpet and brochure listing clubs where it is installed.

Name:

Club:

Address:

City State Zip

SEND COUPON FOR FREE CARPET SAMPLE AND LIST OF CLUBS USING IT

Division of Shaw Industries, Inc.
Since 1846, the quality of elegance underfoot
Weaving Division: Allegheny Ave. & C St., Philadelphia, Pa. 19134

For more information circle number 139 on card
ARTICLES

GOLFDOM SPEAKS OUT . . . ON PRO CO-OPS /by Robert J. Abramson

AVOIDING LABOR PROBLEMS: LABOR RELATIONS AND THE GOLF CLUB this first part explores the major causes of employee discontent and how the employer can avoid a union organizing drive /by Thomas P. Burke

EXTEND YOUR SEASON—AND PROFIT the whole club benefited when an inventive superintendent experimented with wetting agents and increased playability and revenue at his golf course /by Jerry Olson

WATER PROBLEMS? USE A PORTABLE DREDGE the Chick Evans GC used a portable dredge to increase their water storage capacity, reduce chances of flooding, eradicate weeds and eliminate stagnation /by Joseph P. McBride

THE PRE-PLANNED COMMUNITY—GOLF'S NEW LAND OF OPPORTUNITY golf courses at residential communities offer superintendents, professionals and club managers substantial fringe benefits. In this last part, GOLFDOM examines the advantages and the disadvantages of working at these courses /by Jerry Olson

INSURE YOUR INVESTMENTS insurance covering maintenance equipment and golf cars frequently is inadequate, making vulnerable the country club, its members as well as its employees /by John F. Gleason Jr.

DEPARTMENTS

NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY
PEOPLE IN THE NEWS
NEW PRODUCTS
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISER'S INDEX

VIEWPOINTS

ACCENT ON MANAGEMENT /by Ken Emerson
SWINGING AROUND GOLF /by Herb Graffis
GRAU'S ANSWERS TO TURF QUESTIONS /by Fred V. Grau
TURFGRASS RESEARCH REVIEW /by Dr. James B. Beard

GOLFDOM, Incorporating GOLF BUSINESS, June, 1972. Published monthly January through October by UPD Publishing Corp., a subsidiary of Universal Publishing & Distributing Corporation at New York, N.Y. Executive Offices: 235 East Forty-Fifth Street, New York, N.Y. 10017, Volume 46, No. 6. Arnold E. Abramson, President; Robert J. Abramson, Executive Vice President; Morton Waters, Senior Vice President; David Rowan, Senior Vice President; Mortimer Berkowitz Jr., Senior Vice President; John Fry, Senior Vice President; A.H. Morse II, Vice President; Peter J. Abramson, Vice President; Robert Arris, Vice President; Robert Dorin, Vice President; Edward Hughes, Vice President; Dorothy M. Sheehan, Secretary; Edwin J. Harragan, Assistant Secretary; Shirley Collins, Assistant Treasurer. Copyright © UPD Publishing Corp. 1972. Published simultaneously in Canada. Copyright under International, Universal and Pan-American Copyright Conventions. All rights reserved, including right to reproduction, in whole or in part, in any form. Printed in the U.S.A. For advertising rates, apply to Advertising Manager. Controlled Circulation postage paid at Canton, Ohio. Please send change of address notice to GOLFDOM Magazine, Service Department, 155 Allen Blvd., Farmingdale, N.Y. 11735. The Company and its subsidiaries also publish SKI Magazine, SKI BUSINESS, SKI AREA MANAGEMENT, GOLF MAGAZINE, THE FAMILY HANDYMAN, NATURAL GARDENING, GALAXY Magazine, Worlds of IF, Award Books, Award House Books, Tandem Books, Newsletters and Modes Royale. Members of Business Publication Audits, Magazine Publishers Association and National Golf Foundation. Subscription rates $4.00. Foreign $5.00 per year. New subscribers are advised that it takes six to eight weeks to receive the first copy of GOLFDOM. A similar period is required to effect a change of address.
The best golf car when you buy it is the best golf car when you sell it.

When you buy a Cushman, you're getting the best built golf car in the world. It has standard features competitors offer only as options, if at all. (Automotive steering, automatic seat brake, and upright bag racks to mention a few.)

This year all Cushman models come with all-steel bumpers that will prevent golf car body damage from a head-on collision with a flat stationary object at 5 mph.

And the new Gran Cushman has interchangeable seat covers that allow you to equalize wear between driver and passenger sides. Cut your seat repair and replacement costs.

Today the Cushman body is built of separate panels of heavy-gauge steel, coated with lead then epoxy primed and painted with our special paint. This extra protection results in a body that really resists damage and corrosion.

The Cushman power plant, gas or electric, is the most reliable around.

It spends its time working. You don't spend your time working on it.

Your Cushman pays off when you own it. And it pays off when you sell it. Because Cushman used golf cars have a consistent history of the highest resale values in the industry. Compare a Cushman to any other car of the same vintage and condition...you'll find the same story: the used Cushman is worth significantly more.

And since we're the only manufacturer with an established nationwide network of golf distributors, we're really the only manufacturer who can even assure you a market for your used cars.

At Cushman, our business is golf cars. We've been at it longer. We're in it to stay. We'll put our product up against anyone's.

Write for free model by model analysis sheets: Cushman Motors Division, Outboard Marine Corporation, 1005 North 21st Street, Lincoln, Nebraska 68501.

Cushman
When GOLFDOM approached Charles Byrket with the idea of doing an article based on his experiences with the Indiana golf cooperative, it was apparent from the outset that he represented one point of view and we another. After reading the article (“Golf Co-ops: A Case Study,” May, p. 28), no one can deny that Byrket merits praise for his efforts, perseverance and personal sacrifice in attempting to turn theory into successful reality. It also should be clearly noted, that despite the obstacles and frustrations he experienced, Byrket still believes, given a certain set of circumstances, that the golf shop co-op can work.

Among the requirements he stresses are: proper financial backing, continual legal advice, qualified full-time person or persons to operate the co-op offices and warehouse, and full cooperation of the participants.

GOLFDOM believes that, even with all of these requirements, the concept cannot succeed in the golf market because of one seemingly simple, but vital reason—the differences in clientele from pro shop to pro shop. What is great for one pro shop is anathema for another. The golf professional, too, has experienced the same frustration and personal sacrifice in attempting to turn theory into successful reality. It also should be clearly noted, that despite the obstacles and frustrations he experienced, Byrket still believes, given a certain set of circumstances, that the golf shop co-op can work.
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Why is it a 4-Wheeler?
A leading insurance authority predicts an end to the 3-wheel golf car by 1975. The 4-wheel CAROCHE outperforms a 3-wheeler, with greater safety and stability. Lighter than all 3-wheelers, it costs about the same. And its sturdy aluminum frame and fiberglass body will never rust, corrode or need painting.

Why is it electric?
Congress has set 1975 as the deadline for eliminating harmful exhaust from cars. The electric CAROCHE will go 36-54 holes on hilly courses, without the pollution, smoke, noise, odor or fire hazard of gas cars. In addition, independent studies have proven electric vehicles cost considerably less to operate and maintain than those powered by gasoline engines.

Why is CAROCHE ahead of its time?
When CAROCHE was introduced in 1970, it caught the golf car industry by surprise. For instance, it was the first golf car to employ both automotive type hydraulic wheel brakes and a mechanical braking system on both rear wheels. It was the only golf car available with supplementary bag racks—easily attached or detached at rental point—enabling it to carry either three or four bags. Its combination of lightweight, compact size and easy serviceability made it an instant winner with fleet owners. And how do you make the best even better?

That's the story for CAROCHE in 1972

Why don't you at least ask for a demonstration?
Many golf cars will have obsoleted themselves by 1975. CAROCHE may be as much as a decade ahead of its time. Write or call today for a free demonstration of the golf car of the future —CAROCHE.

The Best DRIVE You'll Ever Make
The Best MAKE You'll Ever Drive

CAROCHE
What a golf car should be.

We'd like a CAROCHE demonstration.

NAME
CLUB
ADDRESS
CITY COUNTY
STATE ZIP
Limited Number of Dealerships Available... Write for Details

CLUB CAR INCORPORATED
P.O. Box 897, Augusta, Ga. 30903 (404) 798-8687

For more information circle number 260 on card
Philip Kraczkowski has combined his creative genius as a famed American portrait sculptor with his love of golf. Mr. Kraczkowski is commissioned by Miller Golf to create these handcrafted solid pewter statues. They are the first of a series of distinguished golf collector's items. These reproductions are perfect as awards or gifts for partnership tournaments. Sculptures will be sold exclusively through Golf Professional Shops. Consult your golf professional for more information. If you desire to order direct, please send check and please list your golf professional's name, club and club address.

GO FOR IT
Solid pewter, size: 7” x 5” x 4”.
#6023 $65.

BIG READING
Solid pewter, size: 6” x 3” x 6”.
#6022 $65.

Authentic Italian Black Marble Base with pewter engraving plate (as shown with statue #6023) available for both statues 7/8” thick. Marble base permanently attached to statue.
#5165 $10.

Engraving: .10 per letter on engraving plate only. Plate attached to underside of statue when purchased without base. F.O.B. Randolph, Mass or add $2.00 for shipping and local taxes if applicable.
TIMES MIRROR AGREES TO BUY GOLF MAGAZINE, GOLFDOM, THREE OTHERS

NEW YORK—Times Mirror Company, one of the largest diversified publishing firms in the United States, will make its entry into the golf field with the purchase of GOLF MAGAZINE and its sister publication, GOLFDOM, from Universal Publishing & Distributing Corporation.

The proposed sale, to be made through Times Mirror's Popular Science Publishing Company subsidiary, also will include Universal's ski Magazine and its two related trade publications, ski business and ski area management.

Times Mirror's purchase of GOLF MAGAZINE and GOLFDOM will bring to the golf industry the active interest of a giant company, with vast resources, major properties in media and revenues in 1971 of more than one-half billion dollars.

Key to the acquisition has been Times Mirror's keen interest and confidence in the golf field as an area of great potential growth and development. In seeking out GOLF MAGAZINE and GOLFDOM as its base, Times Mirror considered the regard held by the golf industry for both magazines, and this was a significant factor in the transaction.

"We will now have the muscle and wherewithal to do many of the things the industry has badly needed," stated Robert J. Abramson, Associate Publisher of GOLF MAGAZINE and GOLFDOM, "more market research, more trade and consumer surveys, an intensified program to gather and put this information to work for everyone's benefit—ours, the recreational golfers and the management of golf facilities everywhere. We look forward to playing an important role in the continuing growth of this great game."

Times Mirror is comprised of four major newspapers; nine book publishing companies; eight forest product operations; eight companies in the field of charts, maps and instruments, and other operations in the fields of magazine publishing, television broadcasting, cable communications and commercial printing. Its newspapers include the Los Angeles Times, Newsday, The Dallas Times Herald and Daily Pilot. Among the company's magazine interests are Popular Science Magazine and Outdoor Life. Its paperback book division is New American Library, which publishes Signet and Mentor Books.

Announcement of the agreement was made jointly by Dr. Franklin D. Murphy, Chairman of the Board of Times Mirror, and Arnold E. Abramson, President of Universal Publishing. The transaction is subject to the approval of Universal shareholders. Terms of the agreement will be announced first to UPD shareholders in a proxy statement prior to the special meeting of shareholders, which will be scheduled for their approval of the acquisition.

The magazines, when acquired, will be under the direction of Eugene S. Duffield, President of Popular Science Publishing. Arnold E. Abramson will function as Publishing Director of all the magazines involved in the transaction under a services agreement between the purchaser and Universal. Robert J. Abramson will become Publisher of GOLF MAGAZINE and GOLFDOM.

"The acquisition of GOLF MAGAZINE and ski will mark a major move by Times Mirror in the magazine publishing field," said Duffield. "particularly important to us in the acquisition is the retention of present management, editorial and advertising personnel."